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GENERAL ENHANCEMENTS 
Changes to Menu Bar 
 
Version 7.0 provides a number of visual changes to the Menu Bar. 
 
In previous versions of Editorial Manager/Preprint Manager, the version number was 
displayed to the right of the main menu bar: 
 

 
 
New with 7.0, the version number is no longer displayed here.  To view the version 
number of EM/PM, you can hover the mouse button over the logo.  In addition to the 
version number, additional technical information displays (for example, the Data Server 
number): 
 

 

 
 
Also new in 7.0, the currently logged-in user’s role and username information are 
rearranged to fit onto a single line: 
 

 

 
 
This change makes space for a new ‘Go To’ drop-down to allow selected user roles to 
change publications, if enabled for your publication as described below: 
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TO CONFIGURE: 
No configuration necessary, except to display the ‘Go To’ drop-down menu as described 
later in this document. 
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‘Go To:’ Publication Drop-Down for Editors and Publishers 
 
Publications may now allow Editors and Publishers to easily switch among other 
publications within a publisher’s set of publications.  This feature places a new ‘Go To’ 
drop-down in the main EM menu containing a list of publications selected by the user, 
allowing them to switch directly to the desired publication. 
 

 
 
This feature is aimed at publications from the same group; therefore, as a security 
measure only publications owned by the same publisher as your own can be added to the 
list (the system will warn users if they attempt to add unrelated publications to the list).  
This feature is only available for use with sites that are on version 7.0 or higher of 
EM/PM.  Sites that have not been upgraded from 6.0 or 6.1 cannot be added to the list of 
available publications. 
 
If the destination publication is configured correctly, and the user has a matching record 
with an appropriate role in that publication, then they will be logged in automatically to 
the destination publication.  For example, societies or publishers with editorial staff 
working on several publications may configure those publications so their staff can log 
into one publication, then switch to other publications in the group without further login.  
 
On upgrade to 7.0, automatic login is not enabled by default, so all publications in the 
group need to liaise to allow the relevant roles both to see the Go To: Drop-down to 
switch from one publication; and to be allowed to log into the other publication 
automatically.  Individual users must also harmonize their user records on all 
publications, ensuring key fields in their user record on each publication are identical. 
 
Note that even if automatic login is not allowed for a user role, users can still use the ‘Go 
To:’ drop-down to quickly navigate between publications and then manually log into 
those other publications. 
 
When switching publications, users remain logged into the previous publication and will 
normally return to the folders in which they were working when they switched 
publications – note that EM may not be able to return users to some intermediate, in-
process pages and will return them to a main menu or folder. 
 
TO CONFIGURE: 
Under RoleManager > EditorRole, there is a new ‘Cross-Publication Login’ section. 
Check/set the “Access ‘Go To:’ Publication List” permission for each Role that should be 
able to use the drop-down.  This does not immediately show the drop-down to each user 
with that Role; they must first build their own list of target publications as described 
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below. 
 
Layout, Editor RoleManager (Publisher not shown): 

 
 
Once the drop-down is enabled for a particular role, each user with that role must create 
their own list of destination publications through the ‘Update My Information’ page.  A 
new Edit 'Go to' Publication List link appears in the sidebar: 
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Click this link to display a list of selected publications (the page will be blank initially).  
To add a publication, type the EM/PM acronym for the publication and click the ‘Add’ 
button (i.e. if you type jxyz.edmgr.com or www.editorialmanager.com/jxyz to reach a 
publication, then the acronym for that publication is ‘jxyz’): 
 

 
 
Users can only add publications from the same publisher. The system will display an 
error message if they attempt to add an inappropriate publication to the list: 
 

 
 
Note:  If a user enters a publication that is not currently using v7.0 or higher, they will 
receive an error when they try to add the publication. 
 
The system will check whether there is a record in the selected publication that matches 
the current user’s record, based on having identical first name, last name, user name, and 
password fields plus at least one e-mail address in common. Having such a record is a 
prerequisite of being able to log in automatically to a target publication, and the system 
further checks whether an automatic login is possible where matching records exist.  For 
example, Amanda Smith and Mandy Smith do not match (different first names). 
 
Note that publications that use EM/PM’s password security policy features to force users 
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to change usernames and passwords regularly may find that automatic login is prevented 
by such changes in passwords on separate sites. 
 
Once a list has been created, users may click the ‘Copy List to Matching Records’ button 
to transfer this list to the matching records on the listed publications so they do not need 
to repeat this process on each publication.  The current publication is added to the list 
before it is copied to other publications so that all lists are in synch.  We recommend that 
users set up user records on each publication with matching information before the lists 
are copied using this button. 
 
Note:  Even if users copy the list to a selected publication, the ‘Go To’ drop-down menu 
will not appear on the other publications until the site administrator on that publication 
enables the feature for that role.  Only Editor or Publisher roles are eligible to use this 
feature.  As soon as the feature is enabled, users will have access to their previously 
copied list. 
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Automatic Login via the ‘Go To’ list 
 
Selecting a publication from the ‘Go To’ list will normally take you to the regular login 
page, unless you have already logged into the destination publication during the current 
session. With additional preparation it is possible to bypass the normal login process, 
allowing you to work on multiple publications following a single initial login. 
 
In order to use this single login feature: 

• You must have matching records on both publications, where the first name, last 
name, username, password and at least one e-mail address from each record are 
identical. 

• You must have an Editor or Publisher role on the destination publication. 
• The site administrator of that publication must have enabled automatic login to 

their publication for that role. 
 
TO CONFIGURE: 
Under RoleManager > Editor and RoleManager > Publisher, enable the ‘Allow 
Automatic Login to this Role’ permission, located in a new ‘Cross Publication Login’ 
section.  Individual users may only use Automatic login on publications where they have 
an Editor or Publisher role.  
 
Layout, Editor RoleManager (Publisher not shown): 

 
 
For each publication a user wishes to automatically log in to: 
 

• The site administrator for each publication must give the relevant Editor or 
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Publisher role the ‘Allow Automatic Login to this Role’ setting as described 
above. 

• The user must log in normally to each publication and use ‘Update My 
Information’ to set the First Name, Last Name, Username, and Password to the 
same values.  They must ensure that each record includes one e-mail address in 
common (multiple e-mail addresses may be linked to a single user record). 

• The user must use the ‘Edit ‘Go To’ Publication List’ link on ‘Update My 
Information’ to add the publication to the ‘Go To’ drop-down, as described above. 

 
The ‘Edit ‘Go To’ Publication List’ page for a user also verifies whether they can 
automatically log in to a site. The ‘Matching Record?’ and ‘Auto Login’ columns 
indicate the login status: 
 

 
 
If the ‘Matching Record?’ column contains ‘No’, then the user does not have a matching 
record on that publication, and Automatic Login is not possible (in addition, if they click 
the ‘Copy List to Matching Records’ button, that publication will not receive a copy of 
the list).  In this situation, the user must log in to that publication normally and use 
‘Update My Information’ to edit the user information before cross-publication login is 
possible. 
 
If the ‘Matching Record’ contains ‘Yes’, but the ‘Auto Login’ contains ‘No’, then either 
the user does not have an Editor or Publisher role in that publication, or the site 
administrator has not enabled automatic login for their particular Editor or Publisher role. 
They should contact the site administrator of the publication to confirm. 
 
If both columns contain ‘Yes’, then the user will be logged in automatically when they 
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select that publication from the ‘Go To’ drop-down. 
 
If both columns contain a question mark, then there has been a problem contacting the 
publication and the status cannot be determined (i.e. if that site is down). 
 
EXAMPLE: 
Assume you have a group of publications, and you want to allow your Editorial 
Administrators to be able to move between them freely, then: 

• The site administrator on each publication should enable both the ‘Access ‘Go 
To’ Publication List’ and ‘Allow Automatic Login to the Role’ permissions for 
the Editorial Administrator role. 

• The Editorial Administrator should log in to each publication they work on in turn 
and use ‘Update My Information’ to enter identical name, login and e-mail 
information on each one (they may use multiple e-mail addresses, but all 
publications should have one e-mail in common). 

• On the final publication, the Editorial Administrator should click the ‘Edit ‘Go 
To’ Publication List’ link. They should ‘Add’ each of the other publications that 
they work on to the list, and confirm they have ‘Automatic Login’ permission on 
each.  They should click the ‘Copy List to Matching Records’ button. 
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PROPOSAL ENHANCEMENTS 
Proposal Pipeline Report 
 
A new ‘Proposal Pipeline Report’ is available on the Reports menu under the ‘Author 
Reminder Reports’ section, and also in a new ‘Reports’ section on the Proposal Menu.  
This report is primarily designed for publications using the existing ‘Proposal’ feature.  
The report allows these publications to track the status of all Proposals in the system, and 
their related Author invitations and invited submissions.   
 
The publication can retrieve information about all Author invitations and invited 
submissions related to a Proposal to determine such things as: 

1) Have all invited Authors responded? 
2) Have all invited submissions been received? 
3) What is the editorial status of those invited submissions?  

 
The publication could also run the report on-demand at certain key reporting periods, if 
desired, to determine the response rate from Authors for invited submissions solicited via 
Proposals.  
 
After running the report, the report results are displayed on-screen, and may also be 
downloaded via a link on the page. 
 
TO USE: 
The selection criteria page allows the Editor running the report to use criteria related to 
the Proposal, the invitation, or the invited submission to pull the results.  If no criteria are 
selected, the report will be run using the default criteria of Proposal Handling Editor = 
‘All Editors’, Proposal Status = ‘All Statuses’, and Invited Article Editorial Status = ‘All 
Statuses’.  Running the report in this way will pull information about all Proposals in the 
publication, along with all their related invitations and invited submissions.  The report 
data may be downloaded to a tab-delimited file (suitable for use with Excel) by clicking 
the Download the report results link from the results page.   
 
Note:  Proposals with a Final Disposition of ‘Withdrawn Proposal’ are automatically 
excluded from the results.  Proposals with the Final Disposition ‘Completed Proposal’ 
and invited submissions with Final Dispositions may be excluded from the results by 
selecting checkboxes, as explained below. 
 
The results page (and the downloaded file) displays one row for each 
Proposal/invitation/invited submission combination that meets the selection criteria.  In 
other words, the Proposal, invitation and invited submission are not shown on three 
separate rows, but rather all together on one row.  There are thirty-nine (39) columns 
displayed on the results page, so it is recommended that the results are downloaded to a 
file that can then be opened and managed with Excel. 
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SELECTION CRITERIA: 
The following selection criteria relate to the Proposal: 
• Proposal Handing Editor 
• Proposal Status 
• Proposal Manuscript Number 
• Proposal Title 
• Proposal Target Publication Volume 
• Proposal Target Publication Issue 
• Proposal Target Publication Date 
• Proposal Approved Date 
• Proposal Article Type 
• Proposal Section/Category 

 
The following selection criterion relate to the Author invitation: 
• Author Submission Due Date 

 
The following selection criteria relate to the invited submission: 
• Invited Article Title 
• Invited Article Editorial Status 
• Submission Actual Publication Volume 
• Submission Actual Publication Issue 
• Submission Actual Publication Date 
• Submission Target Publication Volume 
• Submission Target Publication Issue 
• Submission Target Publication Date 
• Submission Article Type (Article Types designated as ‘Invited’ are available) 

 
The following criteria allow Proposals or invited submissions with final dispositions to be 
excluded: 
• Exclude Proposals with a Final Disposition 
• Exclude Invited Submissions with a Final Disposition 
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Selection Criteria Page 
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RESULTS: 
The selection criteria are combined so that the information returned must match all of the 
selected criteria in order to be shown on the results page and in the downloaded file.  For 
example: Selecting Proposal Handling Editor = ‘All Editors’, Proposal Status = ‘All 
Statuses’, and Invited Article Editorial Status = ‘Required Reviews Complete’ will return 
information about Proposals, Author invitations and Invited Submissions only for invited 
articles that are in the status ‘Required Reviews Complete’.  Any Proposals that have 
Author invitations (but no invited articles submitted), or Proposals associated with invited 
articles that have been submitted, but where the invited article is not in the status 
‘Required Reviews Complete’, are not shown in the results.  
 
The following columns are displayed on the results page and in the downloaded file: 
 
Proposal-related information: 
• Proposal Manuscript Number 
• Proposal Article Title 
• Proposal Section/Category 
• Date Proposal Assigned to Handling Editor 
• Proposal Handling Editor 

 
Invitation-related information: 
• Invited Author Name 
• Date Author Invited 
• Date Author Agreed 
• Date Author Declined 
• Date Author Uninvited 
• Total Author Reminders 

 
Invitation submission-related information: 
• Author Initial Submission Date 
• Submitted on time (yes/no) 
• Manuscript Number  
• Article Title  
• Article Type 
• Article Section /Category 
• Date Assigned to First Editor 
• First Editor Name 
• Date Assigned to Current Handling Editor 
• Handling Editor Name 
• Editorial Status Date 
• Editorial Status 
• Most Recent Decision 
• Most Recent Decision Date 
• Final Disposition Term 
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• Target Publication Volume 
• Target Publication Issue 
• Target Publication Date 
• Target Online Publication Date 
• Online Publication Date (actual date) 
• Publication Date (actual date) 
• Number Of Pages 
• Start Page 
• End Page 
• Volume Number (actual) 
• Issue Number (actual) 
• TOC Position 
• DOI 

 
Partial Display of Results page 
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AUTHOR INVITATION ENHANCEMENTS 
Target Publication Date Changes  
 
Currently, in version 6.1 of Editorial Manager, Editors must enter a Target Publication 
Date when soliciting a commentary on an existing submission or initiating a Proposal.  
When Authors are then invited to submit a manuscript, the Author’s submission due date 
is calculated based on a specified number of days prior to the Target Publication Date.  
The due date information must be entered for every new Proposal or commentary; the 
default value is ‘0’ and must be changed for due dates to be calculated. 
 
New in release 7.0, the ‘Target Publication Date’ can be configured as either ‘Required’ 
or ‘Optional’ for each Article Type.  This new setting allows a site administrator to 
configure the Target Publication Date to be an optional field on the Target Publication 
Schedule page and Initiate Proposal page, rather than required.   
 
The site administrator may now configure default values on each Article Type for use in 
calculating a date for the ‘Author Response Due’ field (previously labeled ‘Author 
Invitation Due’) and the ‘Author Submission Due’ field.  These values may be edited on 
a case by case basis (if the Editor has the ‘Override Author Invited Submission Due 
Dates’ RoleManager permission enabled) when soliciting a commentary or initiating a 
Proposal. 
 
Two options are displayed on the Add/Edit Article Type page for calculating the ‘Author 
Submission Due’ date.  The site administrator may now configure the Author Submission 
Due date of an invited submission to be based on the existing ‘Number of Days Prior to 
Submission Target Publication Date’ option, or a new ‘Number of Days after Author has 
Accepted Invitation’ option.   
 
An Editor with the ‘Override Author Invited Submission Due Dates’ RoleManager 
permission enabled is able to manually change the number of days setting for either the 
‘Author Response Due’ or ‘Author Submission Due’ information when the commentary 
is solicited or the Proposal is initiated, or later in the process (for each individual Author 
Invitation) from the Details page associated with the ‘Parent’ submission/Proposal.  Due 
dates may also be further configured for each Author when the invitation letters are 
customized and confirmed. 
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Note: The logic used to calculate the Invited Author Response Due Date and Author 
Submission Due Date performs a check of the ‘Calendar Days’ and ‘Working Days’ 
settings on the Configure General Due Date Preferences page  and calculates those dates 
based on the option selected. 
 
TO CONFIGURE: 
Go to PolicyManager, Edit Article Types, and click the Edit link next to the desired 
Article Type, or create a new Article Type.  Under the ‘Author Invitation Parameters’ 
section, define whether the Target Publication Date is ‘Required’ or ‘Optional’, enter a 
value for the ‘Number of Days Author has to Respond to Invitation’, enter a value for the 
‘Author Submission Due’, and then select how the Submission Due Date should be 
calculated: ‘Number of Days Prior to Submission Target Publication Date’, or ‘Number 
of Days after Author has Accepted Invitation’. 
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In Editor RoleManager, select the Editor roles that should have ‘Override Author Invited 
Submission Due Dates’ permission and select the permission.  Note: This permission is 
not new in 7.0, so Editor roles may already have this permission enabled.   
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Alternate Authors  
 
In EM version 6.1, Editors can initiate and/or be assigned to handle Proposals.  Once a 
Proposal has been created, the next step is to invite Authors to respond to the Proposal 
(i.e. submit an invited article).  Editors select ‘Primary’ Authors on the Author Selection 
Summary page, by clicking the Invite Authors link in the action column of various folders 
in the Manage Proposals Menu.  Editors can also invite Authors to solicit commentaries 
on a particular article, by clicking the Solicit Commentary link in the action column of 
various folders.  There are currently two options when searching for Authors to invite: 
Search by Authors and Search by Personal Classifications. 
 
In version 7.0, Editors can build a list of Alternate Invited Authors (similar to Alternate 
Reviewers) that would take the place of ‘Primary’ Authors who decline the invitation, are 
un-invited, or if the invitations expire.  Alternate Invited Authors can be promoted 
manually, or automatically by the system.  Automatic promotion can be turned off for 
publications that want to manually promote Invited Authors. 
   
Editors with ‘Select Alternate Authors’ RoleManager permission enabled will see two 
new search options on the Author Selection Summary page.  They will also see the new 
‘Alternate Authors’ section on the page. To search for Alternate Authors, the Editor 
would select ‘Search for Alternate Authors’ from the Search My Publication drop-down 
list and click the ‘Go’ button.   
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The Editor would then enter the desired criteria and click the ‘Search’ button (just like 
searching for ‘Primary’ Authors to invite). 
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When the search results are returned, the Editor would select the Author(s) he wants to 
invite, enter the number of invitations to send to each Author, and click the ‘Proceed’ 
button. 
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The Editor can then customize each letter, select a new Author invitation letter (from the 
Author Invitation Letter Family), or decide not to use someone as an Alternate.   
 
Note:  No letters are sent until the Alternate Author is actually promoted to ‘Primary’ 
Invited Author.   
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When the Editor clicks the ‘Confirm Letter Choices and Proceed’ button, the Alternate 
Authors are added to the Alternate Author queue and are shown on the Author Selection 
Summary page.   
 

 
 
NOTE: If the user does not have ‘Promote Alternate Authors’ or ‘Select Alternate 
Authors’ permission, the Alternate Authors section of the page is displayed, but the 
up/down sort arrows and the ‘Promote’ and/or ‘Remove’ links are suppressed. 
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Clicking the Alternate Author Invitation Letters link takes the user to the Select Alternate 
Authors – Invitation Letter page, where he can change the letter selection and/or 
customize the letter that will be sent to the Author if he is promoted. 
 

 
 
Users can also Search for Alternate Authors by Personal Classifications.   
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The Editor would then select the desired Personal Classification(s) and click the ‘Search 
for Authors’ button (just like searching for ‘Primary’ Authors by Personal 
Classifications). 
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The Search for Alternate Authors Results page shows the same information as described 
above, plus the Personal Classifications information.  
 

 
 
When the ‘Proceed’ button is clicked, the Editor is taken through the letter 
selection/customization page as described above. 
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If the Editor clicks the Un-invite Author link on the Author Selection Summary page and 
the ‘Automatically Promote Alternate Authors’ option is enabled for the submission’s 
article type on the Add/Edit Article Type page, new (red) text is displayed on the target 
page.  If the user clicks the ‘Un-invite and Send Letter’ button and there is an Alternate 
Author in the queue, he will automatically be promoted to Invited Author.  Any letters 
associated with the ‘Promote Alternate Authors’ ActionManager event are sent. 
 

 
 
If the Editor clicks the Un-invite Author link on the Author Selection Summary page and 
the ‘Automatically Promote Alternate Authors’ option is NOT enabled, the following 
(red) text is displayed on the target page.   
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NOTE:  If the option ‘Automatically Promote Alternate Authors’ is enabled on the Edit 
Article Type page for the submission’s article type, Alternate Authors will also be 
automatically promoted by the system when an invited Author declines the invitation or 
the invitation expires.  An invitation ‘expires’ and the Author is automatically un-invited 
when the Invited Author Response Due Date has passed (and the ‘Automatically Un-
invite Authors’ option is selected on the Edit Article Type page).  The automatic un-
invitation and promotion process occurs in a nightly batch process. 
 
Editors with RoleManager permission to ‘Promote Alternate Authors’ can manually 
promote an Alternate Author by clicking the Promote link on the Author Selection 
Summary page.   
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When an Editor clicks the Promote link, he can select a new letter or customize the 
existing letter, and modify the due dates (appropriate RoleManager permission is required 
to change the due dates).  

 
 
A confirmation page is displayed when the ‘Promote and Send Letter’ button is clicked. 
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Editors with RoleManager permission to ‘Remove Alternate Authors’ can remove an 
Alternate Author from the list by clicking the Remove link on the Author Selection 
Summary page.   
 

 
 
When an Editor clicks the Remove link, he is asked to confirm the action before the 
person is removed from the Alternate Author queue. 
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Alternate Authors are displayed on the Editorial Details and Proposal Details pages. 
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TO CONFIGURE: 
Go to Editor RoleManager to enable the new Alternate Author permissions.   
 
NOTE: The new permissions are ‘sub-permissions’ of the existing ‘Invite Authors/Solicit 
Commentaries’ permission.  The new sub-permissions are disabled (grayed out) if ‘Invite 
Authors/Solicit Commentaries’ is not enabled.   
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If you want to enable automatic un-invitation of Authors and/or automatic promotion of 
Alternate Authors, go to the Edit Article Type page. 
 

 

 
 
 
In ActionManager, the new ‘Promote Alternate Authors’ event allows a letter to be sent 
to the Author when an Alternate Author is promoted, either manually by the Editor on the 
Author Selection Summary page, or automatically by the system (if the ‘Automatically 
Promote Alternate Authors’ checkbox is selected on the Edit Article Type page).  
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The ‘Promote Alternate Authors’ event does not have a Document Status change 
associated with it (the status is hard coded to ‘No Change’). 
 

 
 
On the ActionManager letter selection page, the letter choices in the drop-down are 
limited to letters in the Author Invitation Letter Family.   
 

 
 
When a publication upgrades to version 7.0, Alternate Authors are automatically added to 
the default Editorial and Proposal Details layouts.  If your publication is using a Custom 
Details Layout and you want to add Alternate Authors to the display, you must select 
‘Alternate Authors’ on the Select Items to Display page and verify the desired order on 
the Add/Edit Details Page Layout page in PolicyManager.  If there are no Alternate 
Authors, the whole section is suppressed. 
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Select Items to Display (partial page layout) 

 
 
Add/Edit Details Page Layout 
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Automated Author Un-invite  
 
In EM version 6.1, the only way to un-invite an invited Author is to manually click the 
Un-invite action link next to the Author’s name on the Author Selection Summary page.   
 
New in version 7.0, invited Authors can be automatically un-invited by the system if the 
Author does not accept or decline the invitation to submit by the Invited Author Response 
Date.  This date is derived from the ‘Number of Days Author Has to Respond to 
Invitation’ setting on the Edit Article Type page in PolicyManager, and the publication’s 
setting for calculation of due dates (working days or calendar days) is taken into account.  
Editors with appropriate RoleManager permission can modify the ‘Number of Days 
Author Has to Respond to Invitation’ date during the Author invitation process. 
 
The automatic un-invitation process occurs nightly in a batch process transparent to 
users.  When this occurs, the ‘Un-invite Authors’ ActionManager event is triggered and 
the letter associated with the ‘Un-invite Authors’ event will be sent to the Author being 
un-invited.  If no letter is configured, no letter will be sent, but the Author will still be un-
invited.   
 
If the publication also has the ‘Automatically Promote Alternate Authors’ option selected 
for the selected Article Type, the batch process will automatically un-invite the Author(s) 
and promote any available Alternates in his place. 
 
NOTE: If the ‘Invited Author Response Due Date’ for a particular submission is blank 
(null), the Author cannot be automatically un-invited by the system, even if the 
‘Automatically Un-invite Authors’ option is enabled. 
 
TO CONFIGURE: 
To enable automatic un-invitation of invited Authors, go to the Edit Article Type page in 
PolicyManager and select the ‘Automatically Un-invite Authors’ option.  In the example 
below, Authors who have not responded to the invitation within 14 days will be 
automatically un-invited by the system. 
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More Detailed Statistics on Author Search Results 
 
The Author Search Results pages are displayed when the Editor executes a search from 
the Author Selection Summary page (Search for Authors, Search for Alternate Authors, 
Search by Personal Classifications and Search for Alternate Authors by Personal 
Classifications).  New statistics have been added to the Results pages to assist with the 
invitation process. 

1. Submissions in Progress – This refers to all pending submissions that have been 
submitted to the publication and the final decision has not yet been made. 
Submissions in Progress are broken down into 2 separate calculations: ‘Invited’ 
(originated from a Proposal or solicited commentary) and ‘Unsolicited’ (regular 
submission).  

2. Author Statistics – This new column shows ‘Agreed Invitations in Progress’ 
(Author has agreed to submit but has not yet submitted the article). 

3. Invitation Statistics - This new column shows ‘Outstanding Invitations’ (Author 
has been invited to submit but has not yet agreed to submit or declined the 
invitation). 
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Register and Invite New Author/Select as Alternate  
 
Similar to the Register and Invite Reviewer feature, the new Register and Invite New 
Author and Register and Select as Alternate links facilitate the quick registration of a 
person who cannot be found in the people database when searching for Authors to invite 
or select as Alternates, without the user having to exit the Author invitation interface.  
The Editor can proxy register the person using minimal contact information, and 
immediately send that person an invitation e-mail, or select them as an Alternate Author. 
 
Editors with permission to ‘Proxy Register New Users’ in RoleManager will see the 
Register and Invite New Author link on the Author Selection Summary, Search for 
Authors Results and Search for Authors by Personal Classifications Results pages. 
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When the user clicks the Register and Invite New Author link, he will proceed to the 
Proxy Registration interface. 
 

 
 

 
 
When the proxy registration is complete, the user can navigate directly back to the 
Author search interface and continue with the invitation process. 
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A similar link - Register and Select as Alternate – is displayed on the Search for 
Alternate Authors Results and Search for Alternate Authors by Personal Classifications 
Results pages (partial page shown below). Clicking the link takes the user to the same 
proxy registration process described above.  When the registration is complete, the user 
can navigate directly back to the Alternate Author search interface. 
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TO CONFIGURE: 
The Editor must have RoleManager permission to ‘Proxy Register New Users’ to see the 
Register and Invite New Author link. 
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PRODUCTION TRACKING ENHANCEMENTS 
Production Tasks for Schedule Groups 
 
In EM/PM version 6.1, Production Tasks could be used to assign individual submissions 
to someone to be completed.  New functionality in version 7.0 allows you to use 
production tasks to assign schedule groups in the same way. 
 
Also in 7.0, companion files can now be uploaded and linked to Schedule Groups.  When 
you assign a Schedule Group Production Task you can select companion files from the 
Schedule Group File Inventory or from the File Inventories of individual submissions 
assigned to the Schedule Group. 
 
Once configured, Editors and Publishers will see new links for Schedule Group Task 
Assignments in their Production Menu, for Schedule Group Tasks Assigned to Me and 
Schedule Group Tasks I have Assigned. 
 
A new Schedule Group Tasks Reminder Report link appears for users with ‘Send 
Production Reminders’ permission enabled. 
 
Note:  Some existing (v6.1) links and pages have been renamed in 7.0 to distinguish 
Submission Production Task-related pages from Schedule Group Task-related pages: 
 

• ‘Production Tasks Assigned to Me’ is renamed ‘Submission Tasks Assigned to 
Me’ 

• ‘Production Tasks I Have Assigned’ is renamed ‘Submission Tasks I Have 
Assigned’ 

• ‘Production Tasks Reminder Report’ is renamed ‘Submission Tasks Reminder 
Report’ 
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The new Schedule Group Tasks Assigned to Me folder is similar to the existing 
Submission-based ‘Tasks Assigned to Me’ folder (which has been renamed to 
‘Submission Tasks Assigned to Me’), but lists tasks related to Schedule Groups. 
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The Schedule Group Tasks I have Assigned is similar to the existing Submission-based 
‘Tasks I Have Assigned’ folder (also renamed), but listing tasks related to Schedule 
Groups. 
 

 
 
TO CONFIGURE: 
Under RoleManager, edit the appropriate Editor and Publisher roles (permissions located 
under the ‘Preprint Manager’ section for both Editors and Publishers). 
 

• Enable the new ‘Assign Schedule Group Production Task’ permission to allow 
the role to be selected to assign Schedule Group Production Tasks. 

• Enable the existing ‘Receive Production Task’ permission to allow this role to be 
selected as recipients for Schedule Group Production tasks (this setting applies to 
both Submission and Schedule Group Production Tasks). 

• Enable the new ‘Override Schedule Group Production Task Due Date’ permission 
to allow the user to modify due dates for Schedule Group Tasks. 

• Enable the existing ‘Cancel Production Task’ setting to allow users with this role 
to cancel Schedule Group Production Tasks that they have assigned (this setting 
applies to both Submission and Schedule Group Production Tasks). 
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Layout, Editor RoleManager (Publisher layout not shown): 
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Schedule Group Tasks Reminder Report 
 
The Schedule Group Tasks Reminder Report link allows user to generate lists of open or 
overdue tasks, and to generate reminder letters from the resulting list. The initial report 
setup page uses the same characteristics as the existing submission-based Tasks 
Reminder Report, but only Schedule Group-related Production Tasks are included in the 
results. 
 

 
 
The results list contains only Schedule Group-related production tasks; per the existing 
submission-related report, individual assignments can be selected in order to generate 
reminders. 
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After clicking Send Reminders, the process of selecting and editing reminder letters is 
identical to the Submission-based reminder, and uses the same Production Reminder 
letter family. 
 
TO CONFIGURE: 
If necessary, use PolicyManager>Edit Letters to first add a new reminder letter to the 
Production Reminder family: 
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Use RoleManager > Editor or RoleManager > Publisher to enable the existing ‘Send 
Production Reminders’ permission (located in the ‘Preprint Manager’ section for both) to 
Editors or Publishers who need to run these reminders: 
 
Layout, Editor RoleManager (Publisher not shown): 
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Manage Schedule Groups Enhancements 
 
The Manage Schedule Groups folder has been enhanced to allow users to assign 
Production Tasks for Schedule groups, work with companion files associated with 
Schedule Groups, and to review any correspondence and Production Task history for 
each Schedule Group. 
 

 
 
The History Action Link displays the new Schedule Group History page, containing a 
Schedule Group Task History listing all previous task assignments, and a Schedule Group 
Correspondence History, listing correspondence linked to the schedule group.  Only 
Schedule Group Production Task-related correspondence is displayed.  Both function in 
the same way as their equivalents in the current Submission History page. 
 
Note that in this release, User-Defined Production Statuses do not apply to Schedule 
Groups, so do not appear in the History page. 
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The File Inventory Action Link displays the new Schedule Group File Inventory page. 
Similar to the Submission File Inventory page, this allows users to attach files to the 
Schedule Group itself; the upload, download, hide, replace and .ZIP file functionality is 
the same. 
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These files are available when assigning Schedule Group Production Tasks; however, 
you may also need to include files from submissions within the Schedule Group as well. 
You can do this by clicking the Select Companion Files from Submissions button, 
displaying a new Select Associated Companion Files page. 
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Files selected from associated submissions remain with those submissions, but also 
appear in the Schedule Group File Inventory, and when assigning tasks.  Note that only 
Submission Companion Files linked to Submissions can display Reference Checking or 
Artwork Quality Checking results: 
 

 
 
TO CONFIGURE ROLEMANAGER:  
Per current functionality, the Manage Schedule Groups folder can be accessed by Editor 
and Publisher roles configured with the ‘Manage Schedule Groups’ permission. 
 
To allow access to the new History action link, configure the relevant Editor and 
Publisher roles with the new ‘View Schedule Group Production Task Assignment 
History’ and ‘View Schedule Group Production Correspondence History’ permissions 
(located under ‘General Searching and Viewing’ for Editors, ‘Preprint Manager’ for 
Publishers): 
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Editor (Publisher layout not shown): 

 
 
To allow access to the File Inventory link, configure the required Editor and Publisher 
roles with the ‘Download Companion Files’ or ‘Upload, Hide and Restore Companion 
Files’ permissions (located under ‘Edit Submissions for Editors, ‘General Searching and 
Viewing’ for Publishers).  These are the same permissions used to access Submission File 
Inventories: 
 
Editor (Publisher layout not shown): 
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Assigning a Production Task for a Schedule Group 
 
Version 7.0 allows the creation of Production Tasks for Schedule Groups.  These tasks 
are a separate list from the existing Production Tasks (now referred to as Submission 
Production Tasks).  There are no Schedule Group Production Tasks when you first 
upgrade to version 7.0. 
 
TO CONFIGURE TASKS: 
A new Configure Schedule Group Production Tasks link has been added to the Preprint 
Manager section of PolicyManager (and the existing Configure Production Tasks link has 
been renamed to Configure Submission Production Tasks). 
 

 
 
This leads to a list of all Schedule Group-specific Production Tasks configured in the 
system, similar to the existing list of Submission-specific Production Tasks.  Use the Add 
functionality to create new Production Tasks for use with Schedule Groups (there will be 
no Schedule Group Production Tasks on upgrade to 7.0), or use the Edit functionality to 
change the configuration of tasks once they are created. 
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Schedule Group Production Tasks configuration is very similar to that for Submission 
Production Tasks: 
 

 
 
Under Assignment Options, Schedule Group Production Tasks cannot be assigned to 
Corresponding Authors; this option is not available, and you must select at least one 
Editor or Publisher role for both the ‘Can be Assigned by:’ and ‘Can be Assigned to:’ 
options. 
 
Note that you can allow Follow-on Task Assignments from a Schedule Group Task; for 
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this to be useful, the ‘Can be Assigned to’ roles should be able to assign the Schedule 
Group Task, or Tasks, that normally follow on from this particular type of task. 
 

 
 
Schedule Group Production Tasks can be configured to automatically transfer files to the 
assignee via FTP, and to receive files back in the same way, per current functionality for 
Submission Tasks.  This uses new FTP Transmittal Methods and Import Profiles specific 
to Schedule Group tasks; if you wish to set these up, you should contact your Aries 
representative. 
 
The Companion File Options are identical to the Submission Companion File options for 
submission files.  Note that if you wish to allow suppliers to return files via FTP, the task 
must be limited to a single Companion File Type that can be uploaded when the task is 
Submitted. 
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The Scheduling and Due date options are simpler for Schedule Group Tasks: 

• They cannot be configured to appear in the Production Status Grid. 
• They cannot be configured to be included in At Risk and Must Start By date 

calculations. 
• There is no Due Date option based on Submission Target Online Publication 

Date; only target dates from the Schedule-Group can be used. 
 
The Letter Options are unchanged from the Submission Tasks; both Submission and 
Schedule Group Tasks share the same pool of letters in the ‘Production’ letter family. 
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After the site administrator has created Schedule Group Production Tasks, they can be 
used to assign entire Schedule Groups of work to people.  In a similar fashion to the 
existing Submission-based Production Task functionality, the Assign Production Task 
link allows the user to assign production tasks, however the task recipient may now be 
asked to process all submissions within the schedule group. 
 
The basic page flow is identical to submission-based Production Task assignments, with 
an initial task selection page followed by a main page where the assignee is selected, the 
letter customized, and any files required to complete the task made available to the 
assignee: 
 

 
 
Once a task is selected from the Schedule Group Production Task drop-down list, the 
page below is displayed. 
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Per submission assignments, Companion Files from the Schedule Group File Inventory 
can be made available to the Task Recipient.  In addition, the ‘Select Companion Files 
from Submissions’ button allows users to also select files from submissions in the 
Schedule Group as described above. 
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The recipient of the task will be able to download the selected files from the Assignment 
Files page in the Schedule Group Tasks Assigned to Me folder: 
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TO CONFIGURE: 
Create new Assignment, Cancellation and Submit Task letters for new tasks, if required, 
from PolicyManager, Edit Letters.  Create these letters in the ‘Production’ letter Family. 
 

 
 
A new %SCHEDULEGROUP_TOC% merge field inserts a list of all submissions 
currently assigned to the schedule group.  For each submission, the system lists the TOC 
Position plus the identifiers configured to appear in Production. e.g.: 
 

1; 10.300/JXYZART-JXYZ-D-08-00004.1; JXYZ-D-08-00004; John Smith 
(United Kingdom); Assessment of testing efficiency in university 
Hospitals 
2; 10.300/JXYZART-JXYZ-D-07-00123.1; JXYZ-D-07-00123; Art Jones 
(United States); Long term epidemiological studies in sub-Saharan 
tribes 

 
Several existing merge fields allow you to include information from the Schedule Group 
in these letters: 

• %SCHEDULEGROUP_DESCRIPTION% 

• %SCHEDULEGROUP_TARGET_VOLUME% 

• %SCHEDULEGROUP_TARGET_ISSUE% 

 
For tasks that use the Production Task FTP feature, the 
%PRODUCTION_TASK_GUID% merge field inserts a code unique to the individual 
production task assignment. 


